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(Received 30 June 2004; published 21 April 2005)0031-9007=We present a first-principles study of the coherent charge transport properties of bistable [2]catenane
molecular monolayers sandwiched between Au(111) electrodes. We find that conduction channels around
the Fermi level are dominated by the two highest occupied molecular orbital levels from tetrathiafulvalene
(TTF) and dioxynaphthalene (DNP) and the two lowest unoccupied molecular orbital levels from
tetracationic cyclophane (CBPQT4), and the OFF to ON switching results from the energetic shifts of
these orbitals as CBPQT4 moves from TTF to DNP. We show that the superposition principle can be
adopted for predicting the function of the composite device.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.94.156801 PACS numbers: 85.65.+h, 68.47.Pe, 73.63.-b, 81.16.FgAn outstanding recent achievement in molecular elec-
tronics is the demonstration of solid-state molecular switch
tunnel junctions based on a Langmuir-Blodgett (LB)
monolayer of bistable [2]catenane and [2]rotaxane mole-
cules [1,2]. The switch is opened and closed by applying a
large voltage (2 V), and the switching status is read via
a small voltage ( 0:2– 0:2 V). It has been demonstrated
to be recyclable under ambient conditions, and has been
successfully employed for logic and memory circuits
within the two-dimensional (2D) crossbar architecture
[2]. The switching has been suggested to arise due to the
reversible mechanical movement of the tetracationic
cyclobis-(paraquat-p-phenylene) (CBPQT4) ring be-
tween the tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) and the 1,5-
dioxynaphthalene (DNP) moieties with the former or latter
configuration as the switch OFF/ON state. However, while
spectroscopy and electrochemistry experiments clearly
showed the evidence of CBPQT4 movement [3], there
is no direct confirmation of this interpretation from tunnel-
junction experiments [2,4].
Herein, we carry out quantum mechanical density-
functional and matrix Green’s function calculations
coupled with classical force-field molecular dynamics,
and provide a first-principles understanding of the switch-
ing mechanism of the [2]catenane device. In a previous
paper [5], considering free simplified [2]rotaxane mole-
cules, we identified possible conduction paths and listed
plausible switching mechanisms. In another work [6], us-
ing an idealized extended [2]rotaxane molecule attached to
three Au atoms as each electrode, we obtained the ON/OFF
switching order in agreement with the experimental prop-
osition. In this Letter, we prepare a realistic [2]catenane
monolayer configuration, sandwich it between semi-
infinite Au(111) electrodes to prepare a device model,
and compute its coherent charge tunneling properties, all
within the 2D periodic boundary condition. Based on the
accurate location of molecular levels with respect to the
electrode Fermi level, we provide the physical origin of the
switching function. We also demonstrate that the ‘‘super-05=94(15)=156801(4)$23.00 15680position’’ principle approximately holds in predicting the
characteristics of the composite device, thus showing the
possibility of the bottom-up building approach in design-
ing complex molecular electronic devices.
The proposed two most important features of the solid-
state [2]catenane device are that (i) its two bistable con-
formations, CBPQT4 encircling TTF (CBPQT@DNP)
and CBPQT4 encircling DNP (CBPQT@DNP)
[Fig. 1(a)], have very different conductance behaviors at
a small ‘‘read’’ bias, and (ii) it can be switched between the
two states by applying a large ‘‘write’’ bias. The activation
of circumrotational backbone movement (ii), which pre-
sumably involves charged states [1], should be affected by
the details of the molecule, junction, and electrode con-
figuration [4]. The focus of this Letter is item (i), so we will
place CBPQT4 around either TTF or DNP and consider
their charge transport characteristics in the neutral state.
We model each electrode by three-layer Au(111) atoms
and replace the dimyristoylphosphatidic (DMPA) anions
by PF6 anions.
Careful characterization of reproducible [2]catenane LB
films was the important first step of the experimental
device construction [7]. Thus, we started by theoretically
searching for the optimal [2]catenane monolayer configu-
ration employing the Dreiding force field [8] coupled with
charges from the charge-equilibration model [9]. We mim-
icked the Langmuir film formation process by using a
Au(111) slab as the template: we prepared 3 4, 4 4,
4 5, 5 5, 5 6, and 6 6 supercells of the primitive
Au(111) unit cells, each with three layers of Au atoms, as
the substrate and placed one CBPQT@TTF [2]catenane
molecule. Fixing the Au atoms but allowing the full flexi-
bility of the molecule, we performed 50 ps of molecular
dynamics simulations (1 fs time step) at 300 K using the
Nose-Hoover thermostat [10]. Details of our force-field
optimizations and molecular dynamics simulations meth-
ods are described elsewhere [11].
The molecular dynamics results show that the optimal
packing density is between one molecule per 4 41-1  2005 The American Physical Society
FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Molecular drawing of the bistable
[2]catenane. Geometry of the 4 4 Au111-cell
(b) CBPQT@TTF and (c) CBPQT@DNP [2]catenane mono-
layers. In (b) and (c), TTF, DNP, two bipyridylium of CBPQT4,
are represented in the ball-and-stick format, and the remainder in
the stick format.
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area), in good agreement with the experimental value of
120 A2 Langmuir limiting area [7]. In order to complete
the device model, we capped the 4 4 Au111-cell
monolayer with another three-layer Au(111) electrode.
The electrode-electrode gap size of 22 A˚ was chosen
such that the center of mass of the molecule is located
approximately at the middle of the gap. The molecular
conformation of a 4 4 Au111-cell CBPQT@TTF
[2]catenane monolayer is shown in Fig. 1(b). The same
procedure was used to obtain a 4 4 Au111-cell
CBPQT@DNP monolayer [Fig. 1(c)]. Atomic coordinates
of the two models can be found at the EPAPS depository
[12].
For the [2]catenane monolayer device models prepared
above, we performed 2D density-functional calculations
[13] within the Perdew-Burke-Enzhrof flavor of general-
ized gradient approximation (GGA) [14]. We adopted15680norm-conserving pseudopotentials [15,16] and a
Gaussian basis set of double--plus-polarization quality
for the [2]catenane and single--plus-polarization quality
for the Au optimized for the GGA pseudopotentials. A
single reciprocal-space  ~k point was sampled.
With the Hamiltonian matrix from the self-consistent
density-functional calculation, we next carried out the
matrix Green’s function calculation to compute the trans-
mission function [17,18],
TE  Tr	1EGME2EGME
;
GME  ESM HM  1  21;
a  xagSaxa ; a  iaa  a  1; 2;
(1)
where SM and HM are the molecule parts of the overlap and
Hamiltonian matrices, and xa are the molecule-electrode a
parts of the total ESH operator. The self-energies 
provide the ab initio values of the broadening and shift of
the molecular energy levels due to the coupling of mole-
cules to electrodes. The surface Green’s functions gS were
extracted from two independent bulk GGA calculations
with the unit cells corresponding to the top and bottom
electrodes with the single- ~kk-point sampling along the
electrode-surface direction and the two- ~k?-point sampling
along the electrode-normal direction. The energy was first
scanned around the Fermi level of the system EF using
0.02 eV steps, and then the resolution was increased near
the transmission resonances up to 104 eV.
The main objective of the current study is understanding
the charge conduction behavior of [2]catenane molecules
at a small probe voltage or the ‘‘remnant molecular sig-
nature’’ that was used to interrogate the switching status
[1,2]. In the experiments, [2]catenane molecules were
separated from the poly-Si bottom electrode and the
Ti=Al top electrode by, respectively, a SiO2 layer and
long DMPA molecules [1]. This implies that the actual
electrostatic potential drop over the [2]catenane molecules
will be even smaller than the probe voltage. Thus, the zero-
bias transmissions should provide sufficient information on
the switching status.
Transmission functions of the 4 4-Au111-cell de-
vice in the CBPQT@TTF and CBPQT@DNP configura-
tions are shown in Fig. 2(a). The prominent feature
common to both is four sharp resonances near (two below
and two above) EF, which indicates that the frontier-orbital
characters of molecules are well preserved in the device
setting and the measurement of remnant molecular signa-
ture should be meaningful. Note that, since we incorporate
a large number of Au atoms to model the electrode, the
relative location of molecular levels with respect to EF is
accurately estimated. Comparing the CBPQT@TTF and
CBPQT@DNP cases, we observe that the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) peak lies much lower in
CBPQT@TTF than in CBPQT@DNP.1-2
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Transmissions of the CBPQT@TTF
(solid lines) and CBPQT@DNP (dashed lines) [2]catenane
monolayers, and (b) their I-V characteristics. Corresponding
TTF (solid lines), DNP (dashed lines), and CBPQT4 (dot-
dashed lines) PDOS within the (c) CBPQT@TTF and
(d) CBPQT@DNP configurations. For clarity, the monotonous
PF64 PDOS is not shown.
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After obtaining the transmission function, we calculated
the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics via the Landauer-
Buttiker formula [17,18],
IV  2e
h
Z 2
1
dETE;V	fE1 fE2
; (2)
where 1 and 2 are the chemical potentials of the bottom
and top electrodes, and f is the Fermi-Dirac distribution
function. The I-V data obtained within the approximation
of 1  EF and 2  EF  eV are shown in Fig. 2(b).
The difference of the HOMO transmission characteristics
results in the assignment of CBPQT@DNP=TTF as the
switch ON/OFF state in agreement with the original ex-
perimental proposition [1]. The switching ratio at the bias
voltage 0:2 V is about 104. Conformational fluctuations
will likely reduce this ratio to the experimental value of
2–10. The observed reversal of the switching status below
0:35 V suggests that the switching characteristics might
be masked at a large bias [19]. We mention that the same
assignment of the switching status is also obtained when
we probe the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) transmissions. However, because the energetic
location of unoccupied orbitals is expected to have been
downshifted and thus unreliable within the GGA due to its
self-interaction error and the related band gap underesti-
mation [20], here we do not assign the unoccupied orbitals
as the levels determining the switching characteristics.
The four dominant conductance channels near EF of
Fig. 2(a) were characterized by calculating the projected
density of states (PDOS) of TTF, DNP, and CBPQT4
[Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. We find in both CBPQT@TTF and
CBPQT@DNP configurations that the first HOMO, the
second HOMO, and the two LUMOs are mainly associated
with TTF, DNP, and CBPQT4, respectively. The origin of
transmission peaks are further analyzed via segment
models below.
Taking several other models with different monolayer
packing densities and electrode-electrode gap distances,
we consistently found that the HOMO transmission peak
position in CBPQT@TTF is lower than that in
CBPQT@DNP by 0:1–0:3 eV. To further confirm its uni-
versal nature, we also considered a device model based on
the Cu(111) electrodes with 141 A2 unit cell area and 22 A˚
gap size. Independent of the upward shift of EF by
0:4 eV compared with the Au-electrode case, we found
that the relative shift of the HOMO transmission peak
between CBPQT@TTF and CBPQT@DNP shows a quali-
tatively identical behavior.
One interesting question we raised in Ref. [5] is the
possibility of designing complex molecular electronic de-
vices in the bottom-up assembly approach. To address this
question and obtain a more detailed understanding of the
switching mechanism as well as the monolayer packing
effect, we now consider simplified segment models based
on (I) TTF backbone, (II) TTF backbone encircled by15680CBPQT4PF64, (III) DNP backbone, and (IV) DNP
backbone encircled by CBPQT4PF64 that are thiol
bridged to Au(111) electrodes with 195 A2 unit cell area
and 19 A˚ gap size (see EPAPS figures [12]). We used the
same density-functional and matrix Green’s calculational
parameters as for the full [2]catenane case. Note that the
relatively large cell size should reduce the intermolecular
interactions or the monolayer packing effect.
The PDOS and transmission data of segment models are
shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(d). Important features are that
(i) TTF HOMO is higher and closer to EF than DNP
HOMO, and (ii) CBPQT4 encircling, providing two
LUMO levels, pulls down the HOMO level in both cases.
These results agree with our previous findings within free
molecules [5]. The downward shift of the HOMO trans-
mission withCBPQT4 encircling results from the positive
electrostatic potential exerted by CBPQT4. Comparing
the PDOS of (I IV) and (III II) compositions with the
full CBPQT@DNP and CBPQT@TTF [2]catenane, re-
spectively, we indeed observe differences resulting from
the backbone coupling (through polyethers) and mono-
layer packing. Noticeable hybridizations exist in the full
[2]catenane cases [e.g., significant DNP contribution in the
TTF-originated HOMO PDOS peak within CBPQT@TTF
[2]catenane of Fig. 2(c)]. Also, the HOMO has the TTF
origin for the full CBPQT@TTF [2]catenane while the
simple addition of segments (III II) results in the DNP-
originated HOMO.1-3
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) TTF PDOS of the segment model I
(solid lines), and TTF (dashed lines) and CBPQT4 (dot-dashed
lines) PDOS of the segment model II. The arrow represents the
TTF peak shift with CBPQT4 encircling. (b) DNP PDOS of the
segment model III (solid lines) and DNP (dashed lines) and
CBPQT4 (dot-dashed lines) PDOS of the segment model IV.
The arrow represents the DNP peak shift with CBPQT4 encir-
cling. Transmissions of (c) I (solid lines) and II (dashed lines),
and (d) III (solid lines) and IV (dashed lines), and corresponding
I-V curves (e) and (f).
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ON/OFF order is consistent between the full and segment
models, since the identified switching mechanism involves
only the energetic position of the HOMO: Collecting the
I  V characteristics of the segments [Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)],
we can assign (I IV) (CBPQT@DNP [2]catenane) as
the ON state and (III II) (CBPQT@TTF [2]catenane)
as the OFF state. This is valid when the read-bias probes
the tunneling status between EF  0:07 eV and EF 
0:22 eV such that the TTF transmission occurs in the
former and does not occur in the latter case. So, we con-
clude that the superposition rule approximately holds. This
implies an interesting possibility of designing complicated
supramolecular electronic devices based on a theoretical
catalog of device elements rather than the expensive ex-
perimental feedback procedure [2].
To summarize, we investigated the coherent charge
transport characteristics of [2]catenane switches in realistic
monolayer configurations. We showed that
CBPQT@TTF=DNP is the OFF/ON state of the switch,
and the working function of the device can be reduced to a
simple picture of the energetic location and movement of
several frontier molecular orbitals in which CBPQT4 acts
like an orbital valve. We also demonstrated the utility of15680the bottom-up approach toward constructing complex
supramolecular electronic devices.
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